Fibonacci(2D/N = 7) Slopes:
#bins=100, #filter points = 557
Time Taken: 9.45133 sec (0.157526 mins)

Fibonacci(2D/N = 7) Slopes:
#bins=100, #filter points = 557
Time Taken: 9.45133 sec (0.157526 mins)

Fibonacci(2D/N = 8) Slopes:
#bins=100, #filter points = 1414
Time Taken: 10.0952 sec (0.301587 mins)

Fibonacci(2D/N = 8) Slopes:
#bins=100, #filter points = 1414
Time Taken: 10.0952 sec (0.301587 mins)

Fibonacci(2D/N = 1) Slopes:
#bins=125, #filter points = 4
Time Taken: 4.95861 sec (0.0705268 mins)

Fibonacci(2D/N = 1) Slopes:
#bins=125, #filter points = 4
Time Taken: 4.95861 sec (0.0705268 mins)
Fibonacci(2D)(N=5) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 52
Time Taken: 5.13734 sec (0.0062209 mins)

Fibonacci(2D)(N=5) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 52
Time Taken: 5.13734 sec (0.0062209 mins)

Fibonacci(2D)(N=6) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 224
Time Taken: 0.0246 sec (0.0011041 mins)

Fibonacci(2D)(N=6) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 224
Time Taken: 0.0246 sec (0.0011041 mins)

Fibonacci(2D)(N=7) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 557
Time Taken: 10.2646 sec (0.171077 mins)

Fibonacci(2D)(N=7) Slopes:
#bins=125, #slicing points = 557
Time Taken: 10.2646 sec (0.171077 mins)